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        Shaman Connects Locals With Their Inner Gifts

        


        "Through workshops and private sessions, residents may connect with their ancestry, heal old wounds and learn to access the shaman within…" (read full article)

        


        Elka has been a guest speaker on a radio show where she discusses her background and work and offers a powerful message and healing. To listen, click here.

        


        She has also been written about in the Spanish language newspaper La Palma. To read the Spanish article, click here.
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        Archangel Healing 
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        Personal Healings
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        House/Office/Land Clearing
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        Prema Birthing
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        Practitioner Training

      

      
        Elka Boren in The News

      

      Elka’s Services 

[image: ][image: Rising Star][image: ]Elka Boren is a Rising Star 

        Teacher and Practitioner


      
        Workshops
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        Q. And A.

      

      
        Homework

      

      
        Testimonials

      

      
        Here are the answers to many of the questions that are frequently asked of Elka.

      

      
        Healing work and guidelines that can be used  alone at home  to aid in your personal growth.

      

      
        Statements from others who have been helped by Elka over the years in the healing process.
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        Elka Boren isa More Truth Will Set You Free Teacher

        


        This is a very powerful workshop. Elka has been trained and initiated to facilitate this workshop by Master Healer and Spiritual Teacher Derek O'Neill.

        


        "More Truth Will Set You Free"  is one of the Divine truths. This powerful statement has multiple levels of meaning.

        


        Through MORE TRUTH WILL SET YOU FREE, you can:

        


            Experience profound healing and clearing on all levels.

            Release limiting karma and many unresolved issues.

            Accelerate your spiritual growth and ascension process.

            Move to a higher level of personal consciousness.

            Access more of your highest divine potential.

            Connect more clearly to Source.

        


        This workshop offers deep healing on all levels.

        


        "Truth is a way of life, not something you visit from time to time."   - DO
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        Elka Boren -- Healer   Teacher    Shaman

      

      [image: ][image: ]DISCLAIMER– Unity Angel Healing Center and Elka Boren are not a licensed medical practice, do not provide medical treatment, and do not seek to diagnose, prevent, treat or cure any disease. We advise that people seek professional medical treatment for all diseases and conditions, and follow the protocols of licensed medical practitioners. Healing services, energy healing, classes, workshops and products of Unity Angel Healing Center and Elka Boren are not a replacement for medical treatment. 


      
        New Additional Services: Phone Readings & Healings

        772-223-4143 
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